
COVID PROTOCOL

Guidance by 
The UUCB Covid Task Force
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If MEDIUM

*Multi-Platform services 
with no more than 80 
people in the sanctuary 
(incl. an 
accompanist/masked 
ensemble) in sanctuary. 
Masks/ Distancing/ 
Ventilation running during 
service.

*Inside/Outside events 
resume. Masks as people 
feel comfortable or mask 
when unvaccinated 
children are present.

*Food and drink allowed 
inside.

Guidance by Color

If SEVERE

*NO large indoor events.

*Multi-Platform services with 
no more than 10 people (incl. an 
accompanist) in the sanctuary. 
Masks/Distancing/Ventilation 
running during service. **

*NO INSIDE meetings.

*OUTSIDE events must be 
masked/ distanced.

*NO food/drink served. Limited 
drinking from personal water 
bottles allowed.

** Specific music guidance on next pages.

              If  HIGH

*Multi-Platform services 
with no more than 48 
people in the sanctuary 
(incl. an accompanist and up 
to 4 non-wind/voice 
soloists) in sanctuary. 
Masks/ Distancing/ 
Ventilation running during 
service.

*Small gatherings (20 or less 
for no more than 2 hrs) with 
Masks/ Distancing/ 
Ventilation running.

*Food and drink allowed 
OUTSIDE. Limited drinking 
from personal water bottles 
allowed inside.

              If LOW

*Resume activities as 

normal.

*Music as normal.

Very 
High   Severe     High   Medium  Low

If VERY HIGH

*NO large indoor events.

*Multi-Platform services with 
no more than 24 people (incl. 
an accompanist and non-wind/ 
voice soloist) in the sanctuary. 
Masks/Distancing/ Ventilation 
running during service.

*Small gatherings (20 or less 
for no more than 1 hour) with 
Masks/ Distancing/ Ventilation 
running.

*OUTSIDE events must be 
masked IF distancing is not 
possible. FOOD/DRINKS may 
be consumed IF distancing is 
possible.



Music/Ensemble Guidance by Color

Video/audio submissions always welcomed! Severe Very High High Medium Low

Piano (solo)- Church use w/out mask no no no yes yes

Piano (solo)- Church use with mask
Coordinate 

with Cayla to 
schedule

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule
yes yes yes

Solo instrument (non-wind)- Church use w/out 
mask no no no yes yes

Solo instrument (non-wind)- Church use with 
mask

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule
yes yes yes

Solo instrument (wind/voice)- Church use w/out 
mask no no no yes yes

Solo instrument (wind/voice)- Church use with 
mask

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule
yes yes yes



Music/Ensemble Guidance by Color

Severe Very High High Medium Low

Ensemble (non-wind)-Church use w/out mask no no no yes yes

Ensemble (non-wind)-Church use with mask no
Coordinate 

with Cayla to 
schedule

yes yes yes

Ensemble (non-wind)-outside rehearsal/recording 
w/out mask no yes yes yes yes

Ensemble (mix or wind/voice)-Church use w/out 
mask no no no no Yes

Ensemble (mix or wind/voice)-Church use with 
mask no

Coordinate 
with Cayla to 

schedule

Coordinate 
with Cayla 
to schedule

yes yes

Ensemble (mix or wind/voice)-outside 
rehearsal/recording w/out mask no no no yes yes

Ensemble (mix or wind/voice)-outside 
rehearsal/recording with mask no yes yes yes yes



Current UCCB COVID Mitigation Strategies
● Seating is spaced 6 feet apart
● Masks are available at the front entrance
● 6 Air purifiers spaced throughout the building (Looking to purchase more)
● New windows that open have been installed upstairs and down
● High vaccination rate among congregants
● Frequent cleaning of the building
● 30 min room usage breaks with fresh air cross-ventilation 


